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Welcome
Welcome to the second issue of Inside Cyber.
Our pilot issue was greatly received by industry and the
public alike. As such, we will now be publishing twice a year,
bringing you the biggest news and views from across
the Challenge network, as well as industry insights and
thought leadership. We hope the magazine will become
another successful part of our programme.
The Challenge was formed in 2010 and over the past seven
years we’ve witnessed a phenomenal amount of talented
individuals enter the cyber security industry. This is
the critical aim of our work, particularly given the
predicted shortfall of 1.8 million skilled cyber workers
by 2022 announced recently by (ISC)2.
We already support a wide range of programmes and
initiatives in cyber security, but if you have
something you think the Challenge team should be
involved in, or the editorial team should cover,
please don’t hesitate to contact my team.
All the best,
Stephanie
Stephanie Daman, CEO, Cyber Security Challenge UK

Stephanie

”

We work closely
with some of the
biggest names in
the cyber security
industry, and
together we are
helping to raise
awareness of cyber
security

”
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IT security
skills gap:
The effects of an
underdeveloped
talent pool

Bob Nowill

The cyber security landscape is evolving. Lone
cyber-attacks, organised criminal hacking and
state-sponsored cybercrime are all on the rise
and are a threat to every organisation with a
connection to the internet. These attackers
have a more expansive arsenal of digital
weaponry than ever before and their main
focus of attack is increasingly becoming the
businesses sector.
The cyber security industry needs a pool of trained
professionals it can draw upon to help defend businesses
against this very real and immediate threat. However the
UK’s IT security skills gap is affecting the industry’s ability
to build the workforce of defenders it so urgently needs.
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are starting to see the benefits of cyber security, too
many still have poor processes in place to effectively
secure themselves from internal breaches or external
attacks. What’s more, companies now hold more
critical information than ever before, storing a wealth
of customer and employee data. Valuable information
protected by weak security is an opportunity most
cyber attackers won’t and don’t, pass up.
However, implementing business-wide cyber security
processes can be costly and requires both knowledge
and experience to carry out effectively. The cyber security
industry has a drought of trained professionals who can
do this. Unlike many other sectors, there is no streamlined
route into cyber security from education to industry. This
means the flow of talented individuals required year on
year is virtually non-existent.

The effect this is having on the business sector is
reflected in the Government’s research into cyber security.
Over the past year, two-thirds of big businesses have
been the victim of a cyber-attack. The cost of some of
these breaches reached millions. However, it’s not just
large enterprises that need to be concerned. Attackers
are increasingly turning their attention to smaller firms.
According to statistics released by internet security firm
Symantec, 43% of the global attacks logged during 2015
were against small companies – a figure that has been
rising steadily over the past four years.

The eighth annual (ISC)² Global Workforce Survey,
conducted by Frost & Sullivan predicts there will be a
shortage of 1.8 million information security professionals
by 2022. Such a vacuum of man-power has a knock-on
effect directly impacting how businesses can respond to
cyber-attacks. One in five organisations throughout the
public and private sector admitted that it would take at
least eight days to repair the damage from a cyber-attack
– four times longer than the legally required window for
publicly reporting breaches.

There are a number of contributing factors to why
businesses, both large and small, have become the
prime target of cyber-criminals. Whilst companies

Due to the nature of the threats affecting businesses,
certain skills such as intrusion detection, attack
mitigation and secure software development are in high
demand and require training and experience to develop
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them. Despite this, the government’s Cyber Security Breaches
Survey 2016 has indicated that only 17% of businesses have
invested in cyber security training in the last 12 months.
Fortunately, the UK Government is quickly coming to terms with
the critical vulnerability the IT security skills gap is creating for
the country’s economic security. With significant investment
being a driving force behind much of the Government’s
cyber security policy, it is backing initiatives that are enabling
businesses to work collaboratively with the cyber security
industry to recruit, train and develop IT security professionals.
We at Cyber Security Challenge UK work with UK businesses
and cyber security firms to find individuals with the
appropriate skills and inspire them to pursue a career in the
industry, helping to build the workforce of cyber security
professionals required to make British enterprises more
resilient to cyber-attacks.
The basics of computer security are not taught in schools
or covered on the majority of university computer science
courses. As a result, the stream of talented graduates most
industries have become used to recruiting from does not exist
for the cyber security sector. UK businesses therefore need to
take it upon themselves to invest in the training and education
of a skilled cyber security workforce.
Schemes such as ours offer a platform through which
businesses can unearth and develop the UK’s cyber security
talent. This is achieved by providing a gateway through which
these businesses can witness this talent first-hand and recruit
it directly into their organisations.
The lack of a well-trained workforce poses a dire threat to
the future of UK businesses and the pace of technological
change which continues to rage on at a blistering rate is
only exacerbating the issue. However, as more and more
companies invest in cyber security through collaborative
projects and initiatives, the UK will be better prepared to
contend with the cyber-threat facing the business sector.
Bob Nowill,
Chairman at Cyber Security Challenge UK

“43% of the global
attacks logged during
2015 were against
small companies”
Want to get involved in the Challenge?
Visit www.cyber securitychallenge.org.uk
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Women in cyber
Anne-Marie Toseland, a Cyber Systems Engineer at Northrop Grumman in the UK, talks
about what it’s like working in cyber security, how the reality of life in industry is very
different from the nerdy image often associated with cyber, and how the company is
helping her develop her career.
Senior school sparked my passion in IT.
Although we only touched on website
design and the use of Microsoft Office,
I was keen to learn more. When it
came to looking for a university course,
designing and writing software seemed
like the logical next step. So, I followed
a degree in Software Development.
My first job was as a technical
consultant where I did everything
from defect management, testing,
lab setup to bug fixes in the software
development language C++. I quickly
found that I didn’t want to be behind
the scenes, but wanted to get involved
with end-users to understand how they
used these applications and their wider
business challenges. That’s how I first
got into system engineering.
I’ve since worked in many roles,
all customer facing, gathering
requirements and designing solutions.
Although I don’t write code anymore,
having that understanding of software
development underpinning my
experience has helped greatly in
designing systems, processes and
procedures.
Working in support functions taught
me the importance of thinking about
and including the support team in the

design stage and asking the question:
What do they need to know about the
system? Testing software showed me
the importance of having requirements
defined with acceptance criteria from
which the test team can develop
their test plans. Every aspect of the
system needs to come together to be a
success.
I don’t often get to cover the systems
engineering V model process end-toend; for most of my projects I dip in and
out of the various phases. My role often
feels like one of capturing information
and getting people to talk to each other.
I was one of the first cyber employees
to join the company and I quickly took
on the task of building up our cyber
workforce. I wrote job descriptions,
reviewed CVs, interviewed candidates
and sent out job offers. I had not
had the opportunity to get involved
in recruitment before and here I was
leading our engagement for a major
cyber programme. Within six months I
got some very positive feedback from
just one of our external recruitment
agencies, who commented that I’d
interviewed more than 80 candidates
from their company and was making
their job too easy; my ability to sell
Northrop Grumman and our culture, left

candidates with a strong desire to join
our team.
Despite my lack of experience, my
interview technique was seen as
professional yet refreshing and
accommodating. My favorite interview
was with a student in his last year of
university. He was really quiet and I
could not get him talking. Then he
mentioned an app he had made as part
of his studies. We sat playing it for a
while. I am terrible at computer games
but that’s no reflection on his talents.
He relaxed and we discussed how he’d
designed, built and tested his game.
This turned a “no” into a job offer, with
the added bonus of entertaining my
colleagues in the next room who just
heard music and my laughing.
Now two years on, I’m working
alongside the fantastic people who
joined us from my time in recruitment.
It’s been wonderful to see them settle in
and grow within the company; we’re a
really close team.
I joined the cyber industry seven
years ago. The mission really spoke
to me - innovating and developing
cyber resilient technologies to ensure
the digital security of our nation’s
infrastructure.

“I joined the cyber industry seven years ago.
The mission really spoke to me - innovating and
developing cyber resilient technologies to ensure
the digital security of our nation’s infrastructure.”
6
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Northrop Grumman is a leading provider of fullspectrum cyber solutions and is an industry leader
in all aspects of computer network operations and
cyber security. The company is at the forefront of
the challenge to find innovative solutions that can
effectively defend networks and offer protection
across the entire cyber domain and is developing

the next-generation of advanced cyber solutions.
The company is a major sponsor of school,
university and professional cyber competitions
worldwide, and in partnership with Cyber Security
Challenge UK, leads the CyberCenturion initiative,
a real-world scenario-based cyber defence
competition for young people between the ages
of 12 and 18 years aimed at identifying and
encouraging the best young cyber talent of the
future.
For information about careers in cyber in the U.K.,
take a look at our recruitment portal below.

www.northropgrumman.com/AboutUs/UK/Pages/Careers.aspx

As for being a woman in cyber, for me,
seeing the value of what I bring, not
undervaluing my role, is a constant
challenge. I enjoy supporting others and
helping them see the great things they
can achieve, but taking your own advice
is really hard. I get great feedback
and am trusted by my employer and
my customers but I still struggle
sometimes to see my own successes.
Fortunately, I am surrounded by great
people who help and guide me and
provide unwavering support.
Getting involved with the Women’s
Engineering Society (WES), gaining
my professional qualification as a
member of the Chartered Institute of
IT and mentoring others has helped
me realise how far I’ve come and that I
have something to add.
My first encounter with an event
promoting women was in May
2016, when I attended a ‘Women
in Technology’ conference within
Northrop Grumman. Initially I was
very sceptical about this event. Does it
matter that I’m a woman? What could
this conference possibly offer me?
It wasn’t long before I was
completely won over.
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Do I undervalue my contribution? Am
I unnecessarily hard on myself? Do I
want, but at the same time shy away
from conversations about my career
aspiration for leadership positions?
It was a resounding “yes” to each of
these. I needed their help more than
I thought.

I listened to the women vice presidents
in my current company speaking about
the benefits that rich and diverse
backgrounds brought them on their
path to their leadership positions. Like
me they had questioned themselves.
Am I good enough? What do I bring?
Hearing my senior management
talking open and honestly about issues
that I could relate to was a reassuring
revelation.
With the advice from that conference
in mind, I am now embarking on a twoyear Systems Engineering Associate
rotation programme, which involves
me moving to a new project every six
months to fill gaps in my experience
and make me a better engineer with a
wider view of the business.
Although the idea of leaving my team
and a programme that I have known
for so long is incredibly daunting, I am
excited about the long-term benefits
of broadening my experience and the
challenges ahead.

A M Toseland,
Cyber Systems Engineer at Northrop
Grumman in the UK

“Getting involved
with the Women’s
Engineering Society
(WES), gaining
my professional
qualification as
a member of the
Chartered Institute
of IT and mentoring
others has helped me
realise how far I’ve
come and that I have
something to add.”
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Cyber security:
High Speed
Training Can Offer
an Express Route
to Solving the
Skills Gap
Following the launch of the Cyber Retraining Academy, Stephen Jones, UK
MD at SANS Institute, argues that, if we are to provide an immediate
resolution to the cyber security skills gap, recruiters must prioritise
psychometric testing and high-speed training over ‘career experience’.
In outlining its ‘National Cyber Security Strategy’ in
November the Government issued a stark warning that the
cyber security skills gap “represents a national vulnerability
that must be resolved.” Industry experts have echoed that
sentiment, with 77% of UK Chief Information Officers¹
(CIOs) now saying they will face more security threats in the
next five years due to the skills shortage.
Yet this comes at a time when cyber has never been
a more attractive industry to work in, with security
professionals projected to enjoy the highest salary growth
of any technology specialism in 2017². With industry and
government facing the unfortunate reality of a projected
increase in cyber-attacks³ in line with a growing shortage
of the talent needed to stop them, it has been suggested
that the cyber security industry could be worth $175 billion
by 20204.
Over a third of UK CIOs are planning to hire more cyber
professionals this year alone(5), and every indication is
that the industry will only continue to grow as the economy
becomes increasingly digital.
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So why is a booming industry with sky-rocketing salaries,
excellent career prospects and a clear desire to hire, still
failing to fill even its existing vacancies?
The fashionable answer is that this is a supply-side
problem, caused by the shortcomings of schools,
colleges and traditional academic institutions to turn out
enough computing graduates. Yet what if it is not the
education system, but the employers hiring criteria that is
the problem?
The belief that the education system is the main cause
of our woes is connected to the fact that cyber security
employers continue to lean towards seeking people with
technical backgrounds. A recent survey shed light on the
extraordinarily narrow job specs of many recruiters, with 40%
still demanding a bachelor degree in a technical field as the
minimum cyber security credential for entry-level positions6.
However, prioritising job applicants with technical degrees
means fishing in very shallow waters; there is a stark
shortage of computing graduates7 and only 7% of our
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top Universities even offer an undergraduate degree in
cyber security8. With over 17,000 fewer women than men
choosing to study computing subjects9, this also effectively
means that half the population rarely gets as far as the
interview door. It is therefore unsurprising that not only
is there a skills gap, but women comprise just 10% of the
cyber security profession¹0.
Many employers also demand ‘hands-on experience’ as a
requirement for cyber roles. Yet this automatically excludes
anyone who hasn’t worked in the cyber security profession,
filtering out an enormous potential talent pool at the first
hurdle. It is as if the aviation industry acknowledged it was
suffering a severe shortage of pilots coming through, but
refused to hire anyone who was not already a qualified pilot
from an elite flight school.
If we are to provide a realistic solution to this urgent and
pressing problem, cyber security employers must radically
rethink their hiring checklists and entry tests and the places
they recruit from.

tests that not only widen their recruitment net but offer a
far better guarantee of ‘culture fit’ than degrees or career
experience.
We can do much more to give those starting out in security
a firm foundation, ensuring those who undertake training
are immediately deployable and add real value to the
employers from the outset.
Military veterans are one such group who often show
the ideal attributes for a cyber security career, and
providing hands-on ‘immersion training’ to turn them into
professionals in a short space of time is a must.
Offering people practical training can also increase
employee retention and create more rounded professionals
with hands-on experience. Ultimately, businesses must find
innovative ways to recruit from outside their ‘comfort zone’
and draw a wider spectrum of people into the profession if
we are to begin resolving the skills shortage.

The largest ever survey of cyber security professionals¹¹
ranked non-technical skills (such as risk assessment and
management; communication skills and analytical skills)
higher than technical skills when recruiting mid to entrylevel cyber security professionals. These are attributes
often found in professions as diverse as the armed forces
and the legal profession. Cyber security is an increasingly
multidisciplinary profession requiring diverse skillsets, yet
the industry’s hiring criteria is still far too focused on people
with technical degrees and backgrounds.
To put weight behind that claim, we have looked further
afield than the average technology graduate, successfully
transitioning military veterans into cyber careers through
our academies. Out of the thousands of applications to the
first SANS UK Cyber Academy, the final group selected for
the course included several from outside the tech industry
including a law graduate. Despite some having no technical
background, they have gone on to work in cyber security
roles for the likes of NATO and General Electric.
To prove this theory at national level, SANS has been
recently tasked by the Government to partner them in
launching the first ever ‘Cyber Retraining Academy’, which
will specifically seek applications from those who have
never worked in cyber.
Applicants will be filtered using psychometric assessments
developed to identify behavioural and cognitive traits that
indicate high probability of success in cyber security, then
trained to be industry-ready practitioners with immediately
deployable skills that will set them on a path to become
seasoned/skilled cyber professionals
We believe this offers a radically different recruitment
model for the industry, which could help plug the skills
gap and diversify the workforce in quick time, effectively
condensing a typical graduate training programme into an
intensive, immersive 10-week schedule.
This is something we have seen in other industries, with
some businesses now recruiting using bespoke aptitude

Stephen Jones
UK MD at SANS Institute
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The Cyber
Criminals
Keep Getting
Better!

Conor McGrath. Country Manager UK &
Ireland at retarus (UK) Ltd

Here’s a frightening fact:
last year alone, the private
sector spent more than 80
billion US dollars on security
software and according to
Kaspersky, the average cost
of new instances of malicious
software are often not filtered
out and sneak into the
company network undetected
is an astounding US$ 551,000.
And even though CIOs are
addressing cyber security
issues, these cyber criminals
seem to be one step ahead.
As digital transformation takes hold of
every aspect of our lives, it is important
to diligently apply security measures to
help mitigate those intending to harm
your company. But as they work in the
shadows, waiting to suck the life out of
almost any online security measures
in place – it begs the question: have
systems and data become any safer?
According to many analysts firms, they
haven’t – and not because the latest
software is worthless. The reason is
that these faceless hacks have learned
a whole lot over the past few years –
and a quick Google search shows how
data theft has become increasingly
common over the last two years
across all sectors. In fact, some of the
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most sinister new problems to emerge
are ransomware, zero-day malware
and in-memory, fileless viruses which
scarily go undetected. This type of
computer malware installs itself on a
victim’s computer and then demands a
ransom payment to restore important
data, or logs important keystrokes/
duplicates information – or simply just
destroys the data – causing havoc
with the day-to-day running of
a business.
It’s becoming a horror show to
which analyst firms like Gartner are
predicting to be costly. Spending on
security software will increase by
about seven percent over the next few
years (and this doesn’t even include the
billions that banks will spend on fraud
prevention). Also, many companies
are not yet using new technology such
as security analytics. What’s more,
with the growing popularity of cloud
computing, valuable company data is
often stored outside the four walls of
a secure data center, making it easier
than ever before for hackers to make
money from employees’ personal data
or company secrets.

“We’re always playing
catch up”
“I don’t think enterprises have gotten
worse at cyber security, but they are
dealing with complexities that they

didn’t have to deal with 10 years ago,”
explains analyst Robert Westerveld of
IDC in an interview with the U.S.
magazine “Computerworld”. “It’s two
steps forward, and then external
factors make you take a step back.
It’s a never ending story. We’re always
playing catch up.”
Patrick Moorhead of Moor Insights &
Strategy sees things through a more
critical lens. “The private sector isn’t
doing nearly as much as they should
and could be doing with security,”
says Moorhead. According to the
expert, there are tools out there
that protect identities and files, but
unfortunately no one uses them.
Companies just make excuses for
their negligence instead.
The biggest risk, even in the case
of ransomware, continues to be
human error, says Jack Gold of J.
Gold Associates. “Companies spend
massive amounts on securing against
outside threats, but a simple email
message containing a hack can
bypass all of that.” Another problem,
according to Gold is that companies
are lagging behind in providing security
patches by a good six months.
“That’s like leaving the front door
unlocked when you know burglars,
or in this case, demons, are in the
neighborhood.”
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Too many unreported cases
The private sector’s security dilemma has become even
more complex because companies don’t want to reveal
publicly that they’ve been hacked for fear of losing
customers and investors. Experts estimate that the number
of unreported cyber-attack cases is much higher than
the number of attacks publicly acknowledged. And when
customers, often financial service and telecommunication
providers, use new security systems that successfully
prevent attacks, they don’t want to draw attention for fear of
attracting more zombie-like hackers.
In a recent, anonymous survey conducted by the Ponemon
Institute of 3,000+ IT employees and end users in
companies across the USA and Europe, 76 percent of those
surveyed indicated that they had been a victim of data loss
or theft in the last two years—a significant increase from the
67 percent reported in a similar survey two years previously.
Of the 1,371 end users surveyed, 62 percent said they have
access to company data that they probably should not see.
The IT employees surveyed viewed user accounts as
being more than twice as likely to be compromised by
insider negligence than by other factors such as thirdparty attacks or revenge tactics carried out by disgruntled
employees or contractors. Furthermore, Ponemon explains
that the situation is becoming even more critical because
employees and third parties have access to much more
data than is necessary. Moreover, companies are not
exercising sufficient vigilance in monitoring activities
related to email and file systems—where most of the
sensitive data is located.
The level of security in place also depends on the industry.
Healthcare has a particularly bad reputation, in particular
hospitals. IDC recently published a report showing that
hospitals, universities, and energy suppliers score badly
when it comes to their ability to protect data and execute a
data protection plan.

So what can you do?
There are many options and as email is one of the most
common ways for malware to enter the enterprise,
companies need to start being smarter about how they
monitor for malicious code or viruses. A basic screening
product is no longer sufficient, which is why many are

About Retarus

Retarus is a leading global provider of professional
messaging solutions and has been developing
and offering services for electronic corporate
communications since 1992. Retarus’ vision is to
create the perfect network for the global economy.
Therein, Retarus manages the safe and efficient flow of
information for enterprises around the world. Retarus’
solutions optimize business process communications,

“The private sector
isn’t doing nearly as
much as they should
and could be doing
with security”
Patrick Moorhead
Moor Insights & Strategy
starting to look at layering security firewalls as well as
introducing a forensic-level scanner. By having this type
of ‘Patient Zero Detection’ in place, companies generate a
digital fingerprint for all attachments they receive so that it
not only detects the virus, but tags it so that administrators
can quickly discover all its locations and avert substantial
harm to the company.
“Simple virus protection solutions have long been
insufficient. The number of new viruses and their variants
using email to attack a company’s infrastructure on a
daily basis has grown too large. In 2016 we observed that
the average number of viruses per month amounted to
3.5 times the number of viruses observed over the whole
of 2015. This means that the amount of viruses rose by
a factor of 42 in a year on year comparison,” explains
Bernhard Hecker, Director Product Management at Retarus.
“Once malware has entered the network, it becomes crucial
to limit the damage it can cause. Only by quickly identifying
the recipients of infected messages, can companies
prevent greater harm from being inflicted. In Patient Zero
Detection, we have developed an innovative new technology
which enables companies to close this gap in the security.”

“It’s a question of priorities”
Analysts conclude that the private sector will have to
continuously change and develop in order to keep up with
cyber security. “For companies, it’s a matter of paying
attention,” explains Gartner analyst Avivah Litan in a recent
Computerworld interview. “Companies don’t spend enough
time and money on the problem. They don’t think they need
to. It’s a matter of priorities.” Attacks are getting worse all
the time despite better security software, she adds. “Basic
technology must be put in place. We all really live in a bad
neighborhood and we all need locks on the doors.”

www.retarus.com

ensuring business continuity and providing highest levels
of security and performance. Companies such as Adidas,
Bayer, Continental, DHL, DZ Bank, Honda, Linde, Osram,
Puma, Sixt, Sony and Thomas Cook as well as 50 percent
of the enterprises listed in EURO STOXX 50 rely on
Retarus’ messaging services to exchange mission-critical
business documents. Each of Retarus’ employees makes
the company’s core service values customer focus,
innovation, high quality and transparency their mission.
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Internship success
for National Crime
Agency
Five graduates recruited as full-time officers
It is a familiar story for
anyone approaching the
end of university – the
stress of finding a job and
putting hard-acquired
qualifications to good use
in making a living.
This time of transitioning from the
world of academia and into the cutand-thrust of employment is often
a fraught combination of exams,
career fairs and trawling websites
looking for vacancies. Many
graduates face the classic chickenand-egg situation – having the
right qualifications but needing the

experience demanded by employers.
But in an initiative mutually beneficial
to law enforcement and graduates
alike, the National Crime Agency’s
National Cyber Crime Unit (NCCU)
has piloted a 12-week summer
internship for students. And the
scheme has paid off with the
employer retaining five of seven gifted
candidates in full-time roles.
“This represents a great investment
for our unit – we had hundreds of
applications for these placements so
those we selected represent some
of the very best students,” Charlotte
Joergensen, who has been running the
scheme, said.

“The mentors assigned to each of
our interns have been impressed –
particularly as this is the first serious
job for many of the students after
coming from university. They have
been delivering real results.”
A move to seek out and retain
the finest raw talent to help in the
fast-moving battle against cyber
criminals, the internship was drawn
up in consultation with the National
Crime Agency’s human resources
department and was rolled out for the
first time this year.
It was advertised widely – primarily
in universities – attracting some 400
applications from students across the
UK and abroad. Those shortlisted then

“The mentors assigned to
each of our interns have been
impressed – particularly as this
is the first serious job for many
of the students after coming
from university. They have been
delivering real results.”
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faced a competency-based interview.
“We made our final selection from
the candidates in March and those
chosen were appropriately vetted,”
said Charlotte. “The cohort was made
up of three women and four men
who started in different areas of our
command in the middle of June – and
they have been paid throughout their
time here.
“They went through an induction
before they took up their placements
and they had a mid-term evaluation
halfway through.”
All of the interns were given
responsibility for their own projects
as well as taking part in the day-today work within their teams. Justified
by their performance, they were
offered an interview, which they all
successfully passed, and were then
offered a job.
“Five have accepted – three have
already taken up positions and the
other two are starting next year
in February and July respectively,”
Charlotte added. “Obviously this is a
great return for us as an agency. Of the
other two, one has another job offer
abroad and the other is returning to
finish his studies.
“This initiative has helped us recruit
some very capable young people
as well as raising awareness of
our organisation. And, although we
selected entirely on merit, it has
been very positive from a diversity
perspective, attracting more women
to the command – including the
technical areas.”
Drawn from universities including St
Andrews, Bournemouth and Middlesex,
the interns said the experience they
had accrued during the three-month
period was invaluable.
They were impressed with the level
of responsibility they had been given,
the support of their experienced
mentors and the opportunities on
offer in the future.
“The internship appealed as a way
of getting some useful experience

and the work looked really cool,” said
Juliette. “But to be honest I did not
think I would be selected at all.
“I never really thought about law
enforcement before but I really like
what I’m doing. The atmosphere
here is very friendly and the people
very genuine.
“There is a lot of opportunity too –
including possibilities for relevant
training and upskilling.”
Martin – who is now resuming his
studies – said the experience of the
internship would stand him in good
stead for the future.
“The past 12 weeks have been
brilliant,” the undergraduate added.
“There is a positive workplace
culture and the ability to work
flexibly is a real benefit.
“Although I haven’t made my mind up
about what I want to do after studying,
I now have the benefit of seeing a
law enforcement agency and want to
continue here as a volunteer.”
The internship has paid off for all
parties – graduates have been given
the opportunity for a career after
university while NCCU has had the pick
of the best emerging talent.
With a second wave of interns set
to be recruited next year, the future
looks promising for this initiative –
particularly with the high conversion
rate from intern to officer.

“This
initiative
has helped
us recruit
some very
capable young
people as well
as raising
awareness
of our
organisation.”
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Make a difference
Cyber security
Computer science
Computer forensics & security
Systems engineering
Business consultancy
Physics
Mathematics
Electrical & electronic engineering

roke.co.uk/careers
#areyougame
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My Experience
with the Cyber
Security
Challenge
by Sam Marsh

So I’m pretty well known at the Cyber Security Challenge UK, because of the
stuff I’ve done over the past year with them. This article will outline how I
found them, what I’ve done with them and what YOU should do if you want to
get into cyber!
My drive for cyber security started when I finished college
and was looking through what degrees were available.
I didn’t want to go for the standard ‘computer science’
because I felt that was far too broad and I wanted to
specialise, so I picked Computer Forensics and Security
at MMU, starting in September 2015. From this I realised
I need more than just a degree if I want a good chance at
getting jobs out of university, so I joined our Ethical Hacking
Society. I was surprised to see that I was the only first
year student there, and the president at the time (Oliver
Simonnet) gave some really interesting and important talks,
highlighting areas we should consider studying, as well as
just having a place we could meet and talk about cyber.
Before this, I had never heard of the Challenge, and really
had no technical skills in the way of cyber security, however
I had an interest and a passion to learn.
Ollie was an ambassador for the Challenge, which pretty
much meant that he had to get the name out there, and he
arranged for Debbie Tunstall to come to the uni and give
a talk about the CSC. That day I went on the website and
had a play with a couple of the challenges, not managing
to get very far, I contacted Ollie and asked for help. He’s not
the kind of guy to give ‘help’ as such, but more give you the
resources and make you work for it. So he told me about a
couple of tools on Kali that I could use to complete some of
the challenges. So I went away and started teaching myself
about these tools, and eventually completed a couple of
challenges. The next I heard, I had been called up for a
Face-to-Face (F2F) event at PGI Cyber Academy in Bristol.
WHAT? A first year student lacking technical skills had
managed to get through to the F2F! And so I started
teaching myself further, skimming across a bunch
of techniques that could possibly be used for the F2F and
future challenges.

Since then I have constantly advanced and learned more
techniques and tools, qualifying for three of the F2F
competitions this year and bagging myself a place at the
Masterclass! Alongside this, I have taken on the role of
ambassador from Ollie. So what does an ambassador
do? I’m based in Manchester, and there’s not really a CSC
member based that far north, so if there are any events that
the CSC needs a speaker for, I step up to the plate. I also
try to push the CSC at uni as much as possible, and have
brought awareness to around half of the students on my
course, the others showing no interest in the subject we
study. I have also taken over the Ethical Hacking Society,
which allows me to push the CSC to more than just my
course! Being an ambassador is awesome, you meet loads
of really cool people and get to promote the challenge,
which I will forever be grateful for, as it’s helped me work
out where I want to go with a career and meet the contacts
to make that possible.
So I’ve mentioned that I’ve vastly improved my skillset and
tool knowledge, and I just wanted to add a bit on what
I’ve actually learnt. So before the challenge, I literally knew
nothing. My security knowledge was severely lacking and
I didn’t have the passion to self-teach. Since then I have
managed to learn SQL injection, both normal and blind, I’ve
learnt how to use BURP suite, OWASP ZAP, Metasploit, John
the Ripper, and many other tools. I’ve still got a lot more to
learn before the next Masterclass, and I can’t wait to see
what the CSC has in store.
If you want advice on where to start with the CSC, or a
couple of tools to teach yourself feel free to get in touch
with me @TheiSmarsh or samwmarsh@gmail.com

Want to get involved in the Challenge?
Visit www.cyber securitychallenge.org.uk
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SUCCESS STORIES

UNIVERSITY CAMPS
As part of our mission, we aim to work with Universities all over the country to tap into the best
talent the UK has to offer, running various Camps for undergraduates throughout the year.
Jessica Williams

John Moss

University:
De Montfort
Course:
Computer Games
Programming

University:
Open University
Course:
BSc Hons
Open Degree
Computing

Cyber Security Challenge Events that you
have been involved with:

DMU Development Camp, UWE Cyber Camp, Masterclass
2015. Helped out at others, York, Big Bang Fair. Also a
Student Ambassador for Cyber Security Challenge.

How has being involved with the Cyber
Security Challenge helped you?

Cyber Security Challenge gave me the opportunity to attend
loads of cyber networking events. I met many prospective
employers and ended up getting loads of interviews and
eventually my job at BT, this was all before I'd even finished
my degree. I also got to work with the National Grid on my
final year project.
I had so much fun meeting all these great people, it’s also
given me a great bit of PR that I'm still getting contacted
about! Cyber Security Challenge gave me the confidence to
do all these things, really recognised my achievements even
when sometimes my university didn't.

Anything else you want to add?

If it wasn’t for Debbie giving me the late opportunity to go
the DMU Camp, I wouldn't be where I am right now.

Cyber Security Challenge Events that you
have been involved with:
Development Camp at De Montfort University,
Masterclass 2015

How has being involved with the Cyber
Security Challenge helped you?

The Cyber Security Challenge gave me the confidence,
knowledge and contacts that I needed to pursue a career
in Cyber Security. Having just secured a cyber job with
one of the Cyber Security Challenge sponsors following a
recommendation from them, I can safely say I wouldn't be
where I am now without the Challenge and the team that
make it a success.

The exercises help develop communication and
business skills as well as technical skills. We’ve
worked with some of the brightest undergraduates
including Jessica Williams and John Moss, nurturing
their talent and connecting them with industry to
secure the jobs they desire.
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Perfect 10:

Team of UK Cyber
Stars Needed to Take
on Europe’s Elite
The European Cyber Security Challenge (ECSC) is an annual event,
organised by the European Union Agency for Network and Information
Security (ENISA). The aim is to discover young and emerging cyber
security talent across Europe. Each country provides a team of
10 competitors who satisfy a number of criteria such as level of
qualification and age.
This year, the UK team will be selected at a competition devised and
hosted by Roke Manor Research. The challenges, set by Roke’s cyber
engineers, will test competitors’ abilities over a range of disciplines
including pen testing, reverse engineering and encryption.
The main competition is being held in Spain in November. The
successful challengers will battle it out against teams from Estonia,
Greece, Ireland, Liechtenstein, Switzerland, Germany, Austria, Spain,
Romania, Cyprus, Denmark, Italy and Sweden. With four new countries
attending this year, it will be the biggest competition yet.
The ECSC is an opportunity for the top cyber defenders from each
country to meet, network, collaborate and finally compete against
each other to determine which country has the best cyber talents. To
find out which country's team is the best, contestants have to solve
security related tasks from domains such as web security, mobile
security, crypto puzzles, reverse engineering and forensics and collect
points for solving them.
www.europeancyber securitychallenge.eu

Masterclass (DSC) Photography copyright Heise Medien
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MAKE EVERY
EMPLOYEE A
BARRIER TO
BREACHES,
TO STAY SAFE
FROM CYBER
THREATS
Graham Hunter, VP Certifications,
Europe and Middle East

Cyber attacks are no longer rare occurrences
and organisations have to face up to threats
on an increasingly regular basis. In CompTIA’s
recent International Trends in Cyber security¹
study, it was found that 70% of UK businesses
have been subjected to at least one security
breach over the past year, and 11% were
breached more than ten times in that period
– which is 2% higher than the international
average. With over two thirds of organisations
facing attacks, this demonstrates just how likely
it is that a business will at some point face one,
if not multiple, cyber threats.
There are several different factors to consider when keeping
data safe, and making sure all areas of an organisation
are secure is no easy task. This is especially true when it
comes to staff awareness of cyber security issues. CompTIA
research has found that 60% of UK businesses say that
human error is a major contributor to security risks, with
general carelessness and IT staff failing to follow policies
being the main causes.
Technology is no longer just the remit of the IT department.
Every employee, from the receptionist through to the CEO,
uses IT systems all day, every day. If you consider every
user of your system as a potential entry point, then every
employee represents an opportunity for hackers.
With threats increasing and poised to strike at any point
and time, businesses need to ensure that every IT system
and individual within their organisation is fully equipped to
prevent cyber attacks and understand what to do if disaster
strikes. If these people do not have the necessary knowledge
and tools to know when they are under threat or acting
recklessly, how can they be expected to keep information
¹International Trends in Cyber security, April 2016
https://www.comptia.org/resources/international-trends-in-cyber security

safe? Cyber attacks come in many different forms and are
constantly evolving, so everyone needs to be kept up-to-date
of what is out there, not just the IT department.
We are beginning to see schemes put in place to help
businesses remain secure. The Government is trying to guide
organisations in the right direction, with tools such as the IT
Governance being released so businesses can see what they
need to do to meet Government-set standards, while GCHQ
Certified Training is helping organisations identify relevant
cyber security training programmes. However, we cannot
simply rely on our public servants to guide us on cyber
security, we need to also look at practical tools that enable
organisations to make a change and reduce their risk of a
breach immediately.
One example is CompTIA’s online training programme
CyberSecure. CyberSecure is designed to help organisations
educate their staff in the fundamentals of cyber security in
the workplace and forms part of HR training programmes. It
gives employees practical cyber security awareness advice
and helps them realise that their everyday actions are the
crucial first step in protecting their organisation against data
breaches and other threats.
As cyber security races up the business agenda, we need
to ensure that every employee is aware of the dangers that
are out there and how to keep valuable information safe
in the workplace, whether they work on the front desk or
at boardroom level. We must provide businesses with a
platform to educate all their staff in the basics of how to keep
safe. Knowledge is the best tool we have in the battle against
cyber attacks, and the more everyone understands how to
keep safe, the more we are able to remain secure, protect
finances and keep valuable information in the right hands.
Graham Hunter, VP Certifications,
Europe and Middle East
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Diversity
beyond the gender divide

By Steph Aldridge,
Centurion and diversity lead,
Cyber Security Challenge UK

As I make my way to another workshop dedicated to diversity in cyber security, it seems the lack of
women isn’t the only kind of diversity the industry should be considering.
A year ago or so ago, I mentioned Autism to someone I
met at an event. She was part of a small group for women
in senior cyber security roles that met regularly. I was told
about a member of the group who had published a white
paper about autism and cyber-crime. The paper highlighted
how many of the traits found in those with autism are the
exact ones that cyber security employers are looking for in
new recruits. So, in an industry that is crippled by a global
skills shortage, should we not be doing more to a broader
range of talented individuals into jobs?

What is neurodiversity?
For me, neurodiversity is a celebration of all the kinds of
people we already have in the industry. Throughout the
industry we see people that don’t have degrees, that learnt
on the job or were self-taught; many of them had to be
‘creative’ just to get through their secondary education.
The neurodiversity symposium says: “Neurodiversity is
a concept [and a social movement] where neurological
differences are to be recognised and respected as any other
human variation.” This sounds like the right thing to do really,
and neuro-typical is what the average person is known as
(bit like coming from a ‘normal family’ if they exist!).

What’s next?
Working with these groups, I, and many others over the next
year, will be looking at ways the industry can branch out and
change its thinking to make the sector more accessible.
From employability surveys, to guides on employing those
on the spectrum, to changes in the way apprenticeships,
GCSEs and other academic work is assessed.

Why bother if the industry is diverse anyway?
Well it’s to recognise and take the sting out of those who
feel different; being different is great when you’re an adult,
but remember being a teenager who just wanted to fit in?
There are also a great number of people in these categories
that don’t realise what opportunities are out there for them,
so by helping to educate the industry, we can collectively
encourage them to join us and shrink the critical skills
gap further.

I urge each person reading this to make a promise to talk
to someone new in the office and engage with a colleague
who doesn’t look, feel or sound just like you. If you’re not
sure what I mean, search “unconscious-bias” there are
lots of free online tests. If the results worry you or more
importantly if they don’t
worry you at all; consider
running a half day
“I have been leading a small task force within the
workshop for your team.
Challenge and in partnership with many of our sponsors
It’s time to wake up.

and associates to champion moves not just in gender
balance in cyber (although plenty of that too) but wider,
looking at different economic background, ethnicities
and neurodiversity.”

In 2017 I am running lots
of events; for women;
for youth and cadet
engagement; for ASC
opportunities and
if you want to help me
engage any of these diverse audiences, I’d like your input
and support, come and be part of a social movement.

Saldridge@cyber securitychallenge.org.uk

The National Autistic Society says only 16% of adults with autism are in full time employment, yet autistic
people have many skills and strengths that employers are looking for, particularly in cyber security. These
include: Attention to detail; Methodological approach; Good memory for factual information; Strong
problem solving skills; Strong numerical skills; Specialist knowledge and skills; and more.
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The dark web:

What it is and
what’s available?

The dark web is never far away from news headlines, due to the illegal activity that takes
place on it. It’s clear that the type of anonymity it offers will play a crucial role in how criminals
operate through the internet in future, so it’s important to know what it is exactly and what
it’s being used for. New research from Equifax looks into the dark web as well as detailing the
prices for personal and corporate information being sold and what tools hackers use to
gain access. They also include some tips on how to best protect your data.

What and where is the dark web?

The dark web is a network of publicly accessible websites that stay anonymous
by using encryption tools. Once encrypted, dark web data passes through
various randomly selected computers around the globe to hide the source of
it. Users stay anonymous the same way by using browsers such as TOR which
encrypt any activity.
The dark web makes up a very small section of the deep web, around 0.01%
of it. The deep web is the largest part of the internet, much larger than the
surface web we use every day, but is mainly made up of company databases
and secure pages. Although it seems that a small proportion of it is used for
the dark web, the deep web is so large that this can equate to a substantial
amount of criminal activity.

What’s available on the dark web?

According to the research, most sites on the dark web focus on file sharing,
leaked data and financial fraud, 29%, 28% and 12% respectively. This is
unsurprising due to the anonymity of users and the encryption of information.
On these sites, credit card details can be bought for as little as £28, personal
email and social media logins for £90 per account, and corporate email access
for £350 per mailbox.
Many of the dark web marketplaces we hear about in the news, such as Silk
Road, where criminals can sell everything from drugs to weapons actually make
up a smaller portion around 10%. However, many of these sites only exist for a
very short period due to their illegality, but often quickly reappear under another
name. This transitory and changeable nature is an important characteristic of
how websites operate on the dark web.
Tools that hackers use are also bought on the dark web. RATs (Remote Access
Trojans) that conceal themselves inside legitimate software to give a hacker
remote control of a victim’s system cost between £4-7. Crypters that mask
these malicious programs from anti-virus detection cost between £56-308.
Angler exploit kits that look for weaknesses in a computer system for malicious
software to get through are available for £70-95.

Data protection tips
Alongside the research,
Equifax also offers some tips
to help users protect their
personal information.
• Regularly change passwords
and do not store them in
easily accessible locations to
hackers. If a password is
discovered by a hacker, and
used across a number of
accounts by the same email
address, all of the accounts
will be accessible to them.
• Privacy settings on social
media accounts should be set
to private. Sensitive details
such as parents’ names
or old schools that are used
for security questions can be
exposed and exploited.
• Be wary of who you are 		
handing personal information
over to. Unless they have
properly verified themselves
through your designated
security questions, do not give
out any personal information.
Also be sure to destroy or
securely lock away any
important documents.
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Steps to

SAFEGUARDING
THE IOT
Our world is becoming more connected than ever
as the Internet of Things (IoT) has evolved from a
sci-fi ideal to a reality in our homes and cities. Who
could have predicted that our connected car could
think for itself, and dolls could hold a conservation
with a child? As crazy as these ideas sound, they
are now squarely within the realms of possibility.
There is a catch, however. Unlike laptops or smartphones, IoT
devices are often lacking when it comes to cyber security, with
manufacturers swept up in the drive to impress us all with new
and exciting WiFi wizardry. Their expertise simply does not lie
in IT. Consumers tend to care even less for cyber security and
in many cases will sell their password for a bar of chocolate,
[1]
and so we quickly come to understand both the incredible
potential and the serious insecurities of the IoT. But why does
this matter?

Hacking the IoT

What many people don’t realise is that by connecting a device
to a computer network, it is instantly transformed from a
simple gadget into a gateway attack vector. Your WiFi-enabled
kettle or talking Barbie provides opportunities to get inside the
network boundary, helping attackers gain access to personal
data. The network is only as strong as its weakest component,
and this is increasingly likely to be an IoT device.
Ruthless commercial pressures are also to blame for bringing
insecure IoT products to the market before they are robust
enough to fend off hacking attempts. And this carries a
significant safety risk. Take the Jeep Cherokee case for
example: Just last year, two hackers demonstrated remote
access to vital functions (including brakes and steering),
leading to 1.4 million vehicles being recalled in order to patch
the software. [2]
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The IoT army

While an individual’s motivation for securing connected
devices might be focused on their personal safety and
security, we recently witnessed an even greater threat to the
internet as a whole.
Distributed Denial of Service (DDoS) attacks are by no means
new, but these are now being taken to a whole new level by
hackers using the IoT. This is exactly what happened on
the 21st October 2016, when Dyn (a large DNS provider)
was attacked, wiping out major websites including Twitter
and Amazon across the East Coast of the United States. [3]
Malware known as Mirai was discovered as the cause, and
this is where it gets interesting. Mirai continuously scans
the Internet for IoT devices and attempts access via known
factory default usernames and passwords pulled from a
database. If successful, it then conscripts these devices to
join botnets and bring about powerful DDoS attacks like never
experienced before.
Although documented hacks and DDoS attacks have so
far been either high-impact and focused or disruptive and
widespread, what if the next targets were both high-impact and
widespread? Imagine the chaos caused by breaking hospital
infrastructures, power stations or air traffic control centres.
Recent attacks have highlighted how the IoT’s vulnerabilities
can be exploited in unexpected ways, and as a society we
cannot afford to ignore these warning signs.
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Towards a secure solution

Unfortunately, securing the IoT is no simple task. The sheer
diversity of IoT devices presents a stark contrast to the
historical computing ecosystem and its approach to patching
security updates, and this is a real challenge. Many questions
must first be answered, addressing confidentiality, integrity and
availability – as well as safety. For example:
• What personal or device data do we (or should we)
care about? How can we ensure data is kept private
and secure?
• How do we ensure updates are trusted?
• Who has access? Maintenance channels must be
secure to prevent unauthorised control, yet allow
updates.
• What happens if a device operation is disrupted? A
driverless car cannot simply stop in the middle of
traffic; it must always remain a safe form of transport.
• Can we make systems secure, safe and easy to use?
A balance must be achieved, especially in the case of
driverless cars.

In answering these questions and considering our path
towards a secure future, two facts are indisputable. Firstly,
IoT devices must be built with security baked into the design,
taking full advantage of the available skills and knowledge
in the computer security industry. The industry needs more
experts in all facets of security, able to apply those skills to the
design of new connected devices. Secondly, the development
of security standards and associated testing are a key part of
our future IoT. While systems may claim adherence to formal
security standards, how can this be trusted without third party
certification? Independent testing is essential to certify such
claims and collaboration is the key to turning these ideas into
reality. Organisations such as the IoT Security Foundation
(IoTSF) have emerged for this very purpose and work closely
with industry partners to support the transition into a secure
IoT era.
Our awareness of the IoT’s security implications is growing as
the trend gains pace, and one day this will allow the consumer
to choose products with the right level of cyber security
certification. Although we have a long way to go in the quest
to protect our country from the increasing threat, by working
together we are sure to achieve this goal.

• How can we encourage consumers and 		
manufacturers to care about security – and how can
we help consumers make informed decisions? There
is no security equivalent of the ‘energy efficiency
class’ rating.

Mark West, Roke Manor Research
www.roke.co.uk

• How will this happen? Perhaps the framework itself
needs a wider re-think. One possibility is shifting the
security liability onto the consumer and creating a
market for insurance to drive technology maturation.

Links
[1] Happ, C., Melzer, A. & Steffgen, G. (2016). Trick with treat – Reciprocity increases the willingness to communicate personal data. Computers in Human Behaviour. 61;372-377.
[2] Wired (2015). Hackers Remotely Kill a Jeep on the Highway—With Me in It
[3] Dyn (2016). Dyn Statement on 10/21/2016 DDoS Attack

The Internet of Things is vulnerable to security breaches, but a secure solution is on the horizon.
Connected driverless cars are set to be connected to the Internet of Things, but they present challenges in both security and safety. (Image: Roke Manor Research)
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Why cyber
is a 1
business
issue and not
a technology
issue
Cyber-crime and
data breaches are on
the rise across the
globe, forcing businesses
to acknowledge that this is a growing risk and
one that poses a serious threat to the stability
of their business. In PwC’s recent 19th annual
global CEO survey, nearly two-thirds of
respondents listed cyber security as one of
the top ten threats their company faces and as
businesses become more digital this risk will
increase. Yet there is still a worryingly high
level of misunderstanding as to what
constitutes cyber security, what procedures
should be implemented to mitigate the risks
and how business should respond in the event
of a breach.
One of the overarching problems is the incorrect assumption
that cyber is a technology problem and therefore an issue for
the IT department. The reality is that it is a business risk and
as such, requires management buy in to implement a culture
of cyber awareness and resilience throughout the business.
This is where collaboration is important and businesses
should be encouraged to share their data, in order to develop
a greater understanding about the evolving threats and
methods to combat them.
Underestimating the risks, or misunderstanding the extent
of the risks, is unfortunately a common issue - a point
emphasised by Dido Harding following PwC’s report into
TalkTalk’s data breach in 2015. TalkTalk’s handling of the
breach came under serious criticism from the media,
its customers and its shareholders and resulted in the
loss of 95,000 customers and cost the company £60m.
Dido Harding, the chief executive, was the spokesperson
throughout the aftermath of the breach and the business’s
lack of preparation and awareness of its security
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vulnerabilities was laid bare. In a subsequent interview with
the FT in March this year, she admitted that they thought
they had taken security seriously but were underestimating
the challenge. They are not the only company.
Only a few weeks ago Yahoo announced that a “statesponsored actor” hacked into its network in late 2014 and
stole user information for at least 500million accounts
– making it the largest data breach to date. Alongside the
financial impact and business interruption costs, Yahoo and
its chief executive Marissa Mayer are facing reputational
damage regarding the handling of the breach; six senators
have written to Mayer questioning whether Yahoo took due
care of its customers’ personal data.
One of the most damaging elements of this breach is
the fact the attack went undetected for two years, again
highlighting the disconnect within a lot of businesses with
their digital infrastructure. A UK Government report released
this year found that only 29% of companies had formal
written cyber security policies, which shows that this risk is
still not receiving the attention it needs within a business.
These threats need to be taken as seriously as health and
safety, terrorism or similar crisis events. Incident response
plans and escalation procedures need to be stress tested
and in place, as it is a case of ‘when’ not ‘if’ a business will
suffer a hack.
Being prepared is at the heart of any company’s response
and it is imperative that an incident response plan is in place.
Larry Ponemon, chairman and founder of the US-based
Ponemon Institute, an independent research company
specialising in privacy, data protection and information
security policy, said that having an incident team makes the
biggest difference in reducing the cost of an attack.
For these plans and procedures to be successful,
the board or executive management team need to
understand what their business is exposed to in terms
of cyber risk and then provide appropriate responses to
manage the threat. For example, it is essential to allocate
budgets for the security and wider risk management
teams so they can run live exercises to test the systems
and educate staff on recognising the various forms
of attacks.
Part of any response plan should also consider
insurance. There are policies available that can cover
the cost of forensic investigation, the cost of notifying
customers affected by an attack, business interruption
costs and even the costs of lawsuits. Businesses need to
assess the array of risks they face and then investigate
insurance cover that fulfils these requirements.
TalkTalk admitted that it underestimated the risks and they
are not alone in this respect. Baroness Harding said that
every leader in every business needs to take cyber threats
seriously and while the large businesses may be making
the headlines, it is smaller enterprises that face the most
financial disruption from these threats.
By Tom Draper, Technology and Cyber
Practice Leader at Arthur J. Gallagher
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CYBERUK 2017:

Bringing together
The UK Cyber
Sector for a safer
digital Britain
The UK Government launched the National
Cyber Security Strategy in November 2016.
This set out the government’s plan to make
Britain confident, capable and resilient in a
fast-moving digital world. The National Cyber
Security Centre (NCSC), officially opened by
Her Majesty the Queen on 14 February 2017,
was created to be the authority on the UK’s
cyber security environment. The NCSC’s vision
is for the UK to be the safest place to live and
do business online.
The first major conference hosted by the NCSC, CYBERUK
2017, will present the platform to rally the UK information
security community behind the Government’s vision for a
step change in UK cyber security resilience.
A changing technological landscape and shifting threats
require a different strategy when it comes to engaging with
the cyber security community. A more open, collaborative
way of working for the NCSC has given way to boldly and
creatively engaging audiences in government, industry and
academia through their events.
CYBERUK 2017 will reflect this new strategy towards
bolstering UK cyber security, connecting with the entire
sector from senior leaders to practitioners. It will be the
Government’s biggest and most influential information
assurance and cyber security event to date.
CYBERUK 2017 will be two events in one: the Government’s
IA and cyber security flagship event, which for the past
decade has been the principal vehicle for briefing IA and
cyber security leaders, and CYBERUK In Practice, the event
for the professional community.

CYBERUK STRATEGY (14 MARCH)

This is the flagship event for senior level professionals. It
will be the principal briefing for the leadership community
and attended by SIROs, CEOs, CTOs, CIOs, team leaders
and heads of department. CYBERUK Strategy replaces
the IA and cyber security series of flagship events (IA06 –
IA15).

CYBERUK IN PRACTICE (15 – 16 MARCH)
CYBERUK
In Practice is the event for technology and cyber security
professionals at all levels, providing an invaluable
opportunity for networking and exchanging experience
and technical insights.

These events will play a key role in the coming year’s cyber
security calendar, providing an interactive forum for debate,
discussion and sharing ideas and experience.
The aim of the CYBERUK events is to present an annual
platform to survey the cyber landscape, identify progress
achieved and focus on priorities in the year ahead. It will
be about bringing together people from right across the
spectrum who are involved in delivering the vision of a safe
digital Britain in a fun and inspirational way.
Cyber Security Challenge is pleased to be a supporting
organisation for CYBERUK 2017.
For more information on the event programme,
and to register your attendance please visit:
www.ncsc.gov.uk/cyberuk
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The rise in
identity theft
puts your business
at serious risk
Taking basic precautions will protect
your business from the threat of
online and paper-based fraud.
Businesses tend not to be familiar with
identity theft until they’ve fallen victim to it.
Then it’s too late.
Corporate identity fraud and not taking basic precautions
can cause substantial damage to a business, its people and
its assets.
Businesses should always be wary of their security and
remain vigilant and alert of suspicious, unusual activity.
Have you left a trail of sensitive security information behind
you? It pays to be cautious online, especially where your
location, privacy and financial information are concerned.
With the new EU Data Protection Directive coming into force
in 2018, organisations will now, by law, be held responsible
for their own data protection and with this mind, will need to
be more security savvy and compliant.
Security expert, Bennett Arron, will help you tighten the net
with his advice and guidance on how to stay protected;
whilst Fellowes offers a range of security solutions for the
workplace to ensure a safer, securer workplace.

Why wait?

Give your business a sense of security and follow these top
tips to prevent prying eyes.

symbol which normally sits in the address bar, and note
if the web address includes ‘https://’ - the ‘S’ following the
‘http’ stands for ‘secure’.
Commenting on his experience of identity theft, Bennett
Arron concludes: “As a victim of identity theft – in fact
the first major victim of the crime in the UK – I have
experienced first-hand the devastating impact of losing
everything to fraudsters. I also now know how easy the
crime is to carry out and understand the importance of
protecting businesses from it happening. Hopefully these
tips will go some way to help increase workplace vigilance
and encourage safe practice.”
Fellowes offers a range of specialist
products designed for keeping
company information confidential,
secure and away from prying
eyes. From a choice of cross-cut
shredders to discreet PrivaScreen™
privacy filters for desktop, laptops,
tablets and mobiles; Fellowes
provides security solutions for
business you can trust.
Businesses that want to know more about Fellowes’
product solutions which protect employees from prying
eyes can visit www.fellowes.com

Before shopping online, always check that the site is using
a secure payment process. Look for the small padlock
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1. Shred, Shred, Shred…

In my TV documentary ‘How To
Steal An Identity’, I uncovered
a thrown-away bank statement
and PIN which enabled me to
directly access an account. So,
don’t put any documents, bank
statements, company data, credit
card applications etc. into the
rubbish bin. Shred them – ideally
with a Fellowes cross-cut shredder,
as dedicated fraudsters have been
known to painstakingly stick bits
back together – and then put them
in a recycling bin.

settings; most email providers allow
you block certain email addresses
and set up filters too. Being more
selective with the websites and
mailing lists you sign up to is a good
idea, while some privacy experts
suggest that you don’t share your
exact birth date, phone number and
address unless you really need to
(for deliveries etc.).

2. Don’t click the link!

Everyone has received a panicked
email with the words ‘Please don’t
open that link.’ Those emails that
look so genuine, offering everything
from free sunglasses to a tax refund.
Or the ones from a bank, PayPal,
or Apple to name a few, stating
there is a problem with an account.
Look at the email address carefully.
It’s unlikely to be a genuine one. A
recent one I had was from the Inland
Revenue informing me I was owed a
£435.89 refund. It did look genuine.
The only give away, apart from
the email address, was that it was
signed ‘Love and Best Wishes, Inland
Revenue.’ Clicking on one of these
from a work account can instantly
give access to a whole database.
If your spam filter isn’t catching
the obvious junk emails, you
might need to adjust your security

3. What’s The Password?

Incredibly one of the most popular
passwords is PASSWORD and
one of the most popular PINs is
1234. It’s important to be creative,
knowing that fraudsters set up
automated mechanisms to unlock
passwords. So the more obscure
you make it, with upper and lower
case letters and numbers, the
more difficult it will be to unlock.
You can still use a football team, a
pet, or a favourite child – just add
numbers to it.

Fraudsters are always that one
step ahead but once a new virus
is detected, most anti-spyware
and anti-virus companies can add
a protection update. If you sell
company devices such as mobiles,
tablets or laptops, be sure to wipe
the memory clean.

5. Careful What You
Share, Like and Poke

Social media, especially Facebook,
has given cyber criminals a
whole new way to steal identities
and access work accounts.
Fraudulent links, scam offers
and fake accounts are just one
way of accessing data – in just
a click. However, people are also
putting too much information out
there themselves. If you want to
post your holiday photos – even
though no one is really interested
in seeing them – then do it when
you are back home, not whilst
you’re still away. Especially when
your personal details show where
you live! Lastly, on the subject
of sharing, make sure you use a
privacy filter on all devices, such
as a Fellowes PrivaScreen™, when
working in a café or on-the-go
to keep those prying eyes and
‘shoulder surfers’ at bay.

4. Use Protection And You
Won’t Get A Virus
Make sure you have anti-virus
protection on your computers.

“As a victim of identity theft
– in fact the first major victim
of the crime in the UK – I have
experienced first-hand the
devastating impact of losing
everything to fraudsters.”
Bennett Arron
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What does a good
cyber strategy
look like?
A good cyber security strategy not only sets out an
organisation’s commitment to delivering effective
cyber security, but how it is going to deliver it.
However, whilst a security programme plan forms
part of the strategy, it is not the only component:
having a plan is not the same as having a strategy.
If the programme plan is your railway timetable, your
strategy tells where you’re trying to get to, and the direction
of travel you’ll take to get there. Most importantly, it tells
you “why”. A good cyber strategy makes a clear link from
business objectives through to a cyberplan, via a series of
logical, interconnected steps.
Defining any kind of strategy can be challenging for an
organisation, and cyber security is no different. It can be
particularly challenging for cyber security subject matter
experts to step away from the comforting detail of their
day job sufficiently to take the “big-enough-picture” view
required to form a strategy.
A strategy can take many different forms, however the
most successful strategies will often consist of some key
components. Firstly, it should set out its cyber security
vision. This should articulate the “end state” for cyber
security within the organisation, and flow naturally into a
series of strategic objectives which break the end vision
into more digestible milestones.
Security is often seen as a blocker in organisations, and
so the vision and objectives should focus as much on
communicating how security can be an enabler as on how
it enables better risk management.
With all of these potential sources of influence, how many
objectives should you have? There’s no “right” answer, but
we would probe into any strategy with more than five or
six. Are they high-level enough? Do they really prioritise the
things which are most important to your business?
A good objective might say “Cyber security risk will be a
business accountability, and we will engage with business
stakeholders to enable them to manage their risk…”.
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This isn’t the place to define which standard you’ll use to
build your risk framework, or which person will help them to
use it!
Many organisations also struggle to make the bridge from
strategy to execution, so if you are struggling to distil down
to that number of strategic objectives, consider adding a
subordinate layer of enabling objectives which can be more
targeted and can help you make the leap from objectives to
a plan of action to deliver them.
In order to deliver your strategy effectively, whomever is
responsible for it needs to be appropriately empowered. In
our Global State of Information Security Survey 2016 we
found that 54% of respondents had a CISO in charge of their
security programme. One way to ensure that the CISO is
able to effectively discharge their responsibilities is to use a
CISO mandate and charter.

often
means
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to
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Consider all of our four sources of influence as you draft
your strategic objectives, and pay close attention to how
you will ensure that they speak directly to what your
business leaders care about. The delivery of the message is
often as important as the message itself!
Ensure that the senior leader with responsibility for
delivering the strategy is empowered with the authority
to drive the cyber security agenda within the organisation
through a clear CISO mandate.

“In order to
deliver your
strategy
effectively,
whomever is
responsible for
it needs to be
appropriately
empowered.”

By Simon Borwick, Director, PwC
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Securing
workers
in the
digital age
Modern-day fraudsters use
every trick in the book when it
comes to infiltrating a network.
They are well prepared,
well researched, and highly
innovative. One of the most
common tactics used to glean
valuable information is social
engineering; using techniques
such as phishing or collecting
data from social media.
Sensitive information innocently
revealed on social media could
expose individuals – and by
extension, organisations – to
increasingly sophisticated cyberthreats and advanced attacks into
corporate networks.
Despite the increased use of social
media applications, both inside
and outside of the office, our own
research reveals how workers are
still failing to fully protect themselves
from the complex, and regular, social
engineering techniques that we
see today. In particular, employee
behaviours on social media and
messaging applications make them
a prime target for hackers hoping
to leverage personal information to
illegally enter a corporate network.
In many cases, social engineering
techniques are becoming so
sophisticated that it’s virtually

impossible for everyone in an
organisation to avoid falling victim at
some point. However many employees
are making the job much easier for
social engineers by leaving glaring
gaps through poor social media
security practices.

Employees often haven’t received
the required training to spot potential
social engineering pitfalls, or what to
do when they suspect that they have
been compromised, leaving them and
the organisation at considerable risk.

Protecting the people

Clearly, much needs to be done in
addressing the risks posed by social
engineering. Both the company
and employees must increase their
awareness and understanding of the
potential threats which arise from
the human factor. Cyber security
awareness needs to be communicated
across the entire company to
reduce the likelihood of employees
getting duped. At the same time,
organisations need to support users
by providing better security controls to
compensate for those times that they
do fall prey to social engineering so
that the compromise doesn’t lead to
a data breach that impacts the entire
organisation.

Organisations hoping for
comprehensive and complete security
are only as strong as their weakest
link. This is often their employees.
Social engineers, therefore, prefer
to start by hacking people, not
computers, so organisations can
make great strides by addressing the
“human factor”. Employees should
be encouraged to protect themselves
online, with simple and easy solutions
such as setting strong passwords
and using different ones for every
application, as well as leveraging the
privacy settings provided in social
media apps.
Worryingly, our research reveals that
60 percent of employees still have
their social settings set up in a way
that anyone online can access and
view their profiles. The risks are real
for all generations, including the
typically more tech-savvy millennials.
We found that these risks are also
prevalent across job sectors, even
those working in IT departments.

Not just an education issue

The potential consequences of an
online breach can be monumental.
Brand reputation is perhaps the
biggest consequential fallout, resulting
in a loss of trust from customers.
Ensuring a company has the right
protection in place, which is regularly
reviewed and updated, is paramount to
digital age cyber security.

By Robert Arandjelovic, Director of Blue Coat Security Strategy at Symantec
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Cyber Security Extended
Project Qualification

By Freddie Wilks
Jacob Chakko-George
Joshua Richardson-Noyes

In September 2016, we all started
our A-Levels at Dyson Perrins CofE
Academy, Malvern, Worcestershire. Mr
Stanton, who is currently the Schools
Programme Manager for the Cyber
Security Challenge UK, offered us the
opportunity to study the brand new
level 3 Extended Project Qualification
in Cyber Security. Every Friday since
then, we have been learning new skills
and investigating a wide range of
aspects of cyber security.

such an algorithm could be used again
when the user enters their details
again and still be able to check the
password they entered the second
time, with the one they entered before.
From this task, we also learnt what
constitutes a strong password, such
as including a mix of numbers and
letters, as well as making sure it has
a reasonable length (8 characters or
more) and includes both upper and
lower case letters.

These have included:

Wireless Network
Penetration Testing

Digital Forensics – Volatility
Memory Dump analysis
We started the course very hands on,
with a memory dump analysis. In this
we used a program called ‘Volatility’
to look through a memory dump file.
By running a variety of command line
arguments we were able to determine
things like what Operating System the
computer was running on, as well as
what processes were running at the
time of the memory dump as well as
a number of other bits of information,
which later helped us to discover the
computer was in fact infected with the
Stuxnet virus.

Red Team / Blue Team
program analysis

Building and trying to break a
programme in Python. One of the tasks
we were set later on in the course was
to build a programme in Python. We
began with a fairly basic script where
a user enters the account details they
wish to have. Later we developed the
application to be able to store these
login details in a file. We soon realised
how insecure such a system was as
the application was storing all this data
in plain text, meaning whoever had
access to the file had full access to the
data within it. We then had to modify
our programme to encrypt the login
details so that when the user entered
their account details, the programme
would then use what is known as a
“hashing algorithm” to encrypt the data
into a format that would be unreadable
to anybody. This encryption method is
irreversible, however it is also unique to
the data that is entered meaning

This part of the course gave us the
knowledge to be able to find out how
secure the passwords used on some
wireless devices are. We used tools
such as ‘Aircrack-ng’ as well as ‘Reaver’
to try and break passwords we had set
up on a couple of wireless routers. We
had to use our own wireless routers
however, as we needed to be sure to
abide by the law.

Cryptography

We learnt about methods such as
encryption and password hashing to
better secure sensitive information
so that if anyone were to gain access
to a database containing such
information it would be in a format
unreadable to anybody. Another
method of note that we worked on is
“password salting”, where a keyword/
sentence is added to a password
before running them through the
above mentioned ‘hashing algorithms’
to provide an extra layer of security to
even the shortest of passwords.

Cyber Fest trip

We had the opportunity to go to
University of Gloucestershire where
GCHQ delivered several talks and
interactive activities as part of their
“Cyberfest.” This included topics such
as information gathering where we
collected up the data transmitted
between two computers, known as
‘packets’ and found out pieces of
information from this data. We were
also given the opportunity to speak
with some of the many companies out
there offering Apprenticeships to us in
the future.

The course has also given us the skills
and confidence to explore and learn
independently. For example, with a little
research into career opportunities we
realised that the Visual Studio languages
were highly valued by employers, so we
set out ourselves the task of learning
Visual Basic and/or Visual C# to get to
grips with the language.
During our free time we also worked on
a game, called Cyber Strike Force. In the
game, players have the role of a White
Hat Hacker employed by a professional
cyber security company. With use of
many of the terms and techniques we’ve
learnt on our course, we are aiming for a
game as realistic as possible whilst still
being very fun to the average user.
As an added bonus, we even looked
into rooting our android phones to give
us full access to their file system. This
meant we could install applications on
the phones that would greatly improve
their functionality, as you are provided
direct access to the system resources
rather than having to first go through
the Android Operating System, which
would otherwise limit them access to
certain things.
Finally, after learning about the ways we
can protect sensitive data we decided
to set ourselves the huge challenge
of creating a website. The aim was
to create something that worked like
a ‘social networking’ site but aimed
at programmers, especially younger
ones, who are looking to collaborate
on projects in the future. For example,
a programmer who wants to start
working on an application but isn’t
sure about where to start could use
the website to ask with others to help,
such as by sending a direct message
a friend or opening it up as a public
project for others to either contribute
to and observe it’s progress. It could
also work a little like a forum in that if
someone experienced a problem during
development of a particular application
they could post a query on the website
ready for someone else to quickly
provide assistance with. You can check
out the website’s progress at:
webhack.co.uk
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Free cyber security
lesson plans launched
for Computer Science
GCSEs
11 brand new cyber security lesson plans have
arrived. The plans, designed to tie in to the
Computer Science GCSEs currently being taught
throughout the UK have been put together
by cyber experts at BT and Cyber Security
Challenge UK and are available free of charge
for all teachers.

Challenge UK’s Schools Programme, which aims to involve
children and teenagers in cyber security from a young age.
So far, over 500 schools are enrolled with the Challenge,
meaning that thousands of Computer Science pupils
across the UK will be able to benefit from the content.

The plans provide structured ways of teaching the
foundational concepts of cyber security to pupils featuring
explanations and learning outcomes in common security
measures that we use every day, from passwords to
CAPTCHA and biometric security, to more advanced areas
including threat detection, penetration testing and social
engineering.
The lessons plans build on existing content within the AQA
and OCR Computer Science syllabi, providing teachers with
accessible ways of demonstrating how security works and
ensuring that pupils retain what they have learnt.

TOPIC: Fundamentals of cyber security: Methods to detect and prevent cyber security
threats
LEARNING OBJECTIVES:
• What is a security measure?
• CAPTCHA
• Biometric security measures
• Password systems
• Automatic software updates

Key Terms:

CAPTCHA

Teacher Activity
Starter
activity

•

Types of security measures

•

(5-10 mins)
[individual/
paired or
group]

Main activity
one

CAPTCHA

(15 mins)

What does CAPTCHA stand for?

•

Automated Public Turing
Test To Tell Computer
Discuss (individual/
s and Humans Apart
Humans
can read disfigured words
paired or group)
and character, computer
s cannot.
What is it? CAPTCHA
What
is a security is a program that challenges
are
human
a user’s response to
determine if they
measure?or computer.
What is it used for?
Nameaccessing
types of This protects against malicious
grams
activity
caused by automate
a site. Unless you can
measures
d proenter the text from the
ansecurity
action, you
are unable to access
picture/ carry out
the website.

Discuss (individual/
paired or group)

What is CAPTCHA?
What is CAPTCHA?
What does CAPTCHA
stand for?
Where have you •
seen CAPTCHA’s?
Apart
Turing Test To Tell Computers and Humans
Stands for Completely Automated Public
and character, computers cannot.
• Humans can read disfigured words
that challenges a user’s
• What is it? CAPTCHA is a program
or computer.
response to determine if they are human

Security checks for most
• What types of programs use it?
and ballots.
websites, banks, social networking,

What types of programs
networking, and ballots. use it? Security checks for most websites,
banks,

Discuss the good and
negative aspects of
CAPTCHA’s
Email confirmati

against malicious activity caused by automated
out
• What is it used for? This protects
can enter the text from the picture/ carry
programs accessing a site. Unless you
website.
an action, you are unable to access the

Why is this good security?
Created

on

What is it? It’s a security

social

measure to confirm

someone’s identity to
confirm an account.
What’s it’s used for?
To ensure you are who
of verification
Practical activity
you say you are, a real
person and stop fraud,
form
CAPTCHA
To try out aWhat
programs use it? Anything
where you would create
information and put
an account online that
in an email address.
https://www.funcaptcha.
has personal
com/demo/

by BT’s security team and Cyber Security Challenge UK

• Computer programs can’t pass it

by
• You can bombard a site (attacks)

The plans have been designed to ensure that the principles
taught in the lesson plans match those practiced in the
industry today and are the latest work from Cyber Security

Stands for
Pupil
Activity
Complete
ly

What is a security measure?

spam

Negative points?
a site (annoying)
• Makes it longer for you to get on
not be able to see
• People with visibility problems might
Email confirmation

Questions for
discussion?
Have you signed up for
anything online (social
networks? Anything
with an account)?
Did you have to use
an email address?

that was your real email address?
Did you receive an email to confirm
Did you receive an
an account.
confirm someone’s identity to confirm
email to confirm that
What is it? It’s a security measure to
and stop was your real email
are who you say you are, a real person
What’s it’s used for? To ensure you
address?
fraud, form of verification
Created by BT’s security
that has
you would create an account online
What programs use it? Anything where address.
email
an
in
put
and
personal information
Activity
Watch a video of someone verifying

team and Cyber Securit
y Challen

ge UK

there account

ZjqngJ_w
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2C3

Rob Partridge, Head of the BT Cyber
Security Academy
Cyber Security has become a significant part of
everyday life – most, if not all, of us are aware of the
need to keep things safe on-line, a lot of us know the
threats that face us from hackers and cyber criminals,
and we hear about security breaches regularly in the
news – often impacting us personally. What many
of us don’t know though are the measures taken
by organisations like BT to protect companies and
consumers from data breaches, and we don’t know
about the vast array of highly fulfilling careers available
in the cyber security industry.
Educating people about not only the threats but what
security organisations do to mitigate and prevent
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Created by BT’s security team

UK
and Cyber Security Challenge

attacks starts at a young age – we live in a cyber world,
and security plays a big part – not only in the skills
young people need to learn, but also in the choices they
need to make if they want to pursue IT related careers
– after all, security is embedded in everything we do,
and in all careers, so a foundation education in cyber
security is essential whatever career choices a young
person makes.
At BT we hope that talented individuals see the
education programmes run in conjunction with Cyber
Security Challenge UK are a catalyst to inform young
people of those potential career choices, and to
energise, inform and inspire students to join a thriving
and growing profession.
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Word
from
the
Chair
Dr Robert L Nowill

The Chair of the Cyber Security Challenge UK
formally does what is obvious from the title –
I Chair The Challenge’s Board. That is a group
of Executive and non-Executive Directors: public
sector, private sector, voluntary and retired,
operating in line with the governance expected
and required of a not-for-profit organisation.
You can see the make-up of The Board and the main
Challenge team on the website here:
https://cyber securitychallenge.org.uk/about
I have held the role since taking over from Judy Baker
in 2015 and I also support our Advisory Board, which is
Chaired by our Patron Baroness Pauline Neville Jones and
attended by our Platinum and Platinum+ sponsor leads.
The Challenge’s activities continue to grow year-on-year
which is both a testament to our mission being ever more
pressing (encouraging new people to engage with and join
our profession) and also of the exceptional work towards
that put in both by our small team and our much wider
family of contributors and supporters – such as alumni
(The Whitehatters), sponsors, volunteers, press and media.

As I reflect on 2016, I can look back on the vast range of
activities we undertook, and the many success stories of
people engaging with us in finding great jobs and careers
they had not previously thought of. The was suitably
demonstrated by CEO Stephanie Daman at The Masterclass
finals awards ceremony the at the end of 2016.
I’m always pleased to be able to attend and join in events
and cast my mind back to Cyber Games, CyberCenturion,
Girls Days, Cyber Camps, Face-to-Face competitions,
Masterclass and most recently the European Cyber Security
Challenge where we took a team to Germany, and the
Scottish Cyber Awards to school and university winners of
our competitions in Scotland earlier in the year.
Looking forward, we will be building on the successes of
re-platforming some of our infrastructure used for the
website, competition support, Play-on-Demand and
CyPhinx. We have many new activities and initiatives to
address that come out of the new National Cyber Security
Strategy and its accompanying Programme. How that is
all panning out will be communicated through all our usual
channels: social media, web, direct communications and
“Inside Cyber” – 2017 is already looking to be a busy year,
and even more successful than the last.

Want to get involved in the Challenge?
Visit www.cyber securitychallenge.org.uk
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To find out how to get involved, visit:
cyber securitychallenge.org.uk
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Opposite is a selection of cards to play the BAE Top Threats game,
if you would like the full deck of cards, please email us at
editorial@cybersecuritychallenge.org.uk

